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Indian ,rights·1eader speaks l:lere
,

for the National Association
by Robert J . Kosins~
When acfor John Wayne fo r the Ad v ancem en t of
leads a mock troop of 7th U.S. Colored People, there would be
Cavalry through the Little Big no need for the American
Horn Valley in Montana - for Indian Movement, there would
the Bicentennial celebration in be no reason why we would '
have to have the Chicanos, the
1976, he may get a surprise,
Puerto
Ricans and everyone
according to Edward Milligan,
an archeologist and expert on , else-becoming organized, but it
Indian• culture. During his is a sort of a toothless body. "
Milligan, however, did · not
Sept. 1 7 lecture to a small
group in Northeastern's audit- place the entire blan:ie on the
orium, he criticized what the government. He says t hat the
film industry has done to t he officials are merely reflecting
image of the American Indian the attitude of the public, who
and what the United States still seem to view the Indian as
government has done to the a " depraved , unhuman " being.
various m inorities in , this He said t hat an enlightened
public would most probably
country."If t he United States Civil bring about a_beneficial change
Rights Commissio n ," says as they did in the Watergate
Milligan, "a:nd the States affair.
Milligan praised the IndAdvisory committees, . which
they have , functioned prop- ians, whom he"often referred to
erly, there would be no need as his "brothers and sisters",
for their achievements in the

I

and taught 'erri to be fruitful .
and multiply and t hat broke
down population- control."
Despite the large number of
fru strating experiences that
Milligan has had with the
"They (the Indians) had the government, he does not agree
pill long before the Americans with the militant attempts by
ever t hought of it, " explained Indians to achiev e righ t s
Milligan, "and this has still because '-'they have no vot ing
com e "down some to the power" . He said that he has
present days. So what ha pennown instances where Indian
ed? We gave them the Bible,. groups have lost financial

fields of 'agriculture, medicine
and astronomy , and for t heir
ability to . control their populat ion with the use of. certain
herbs.

grants because of their militant act ivitjes.
Milligan compares his field
of arc h eology to "grave
robbing" because of its viola- .
tion of the "sacredness" of the
Indian tombs a nd land.
He says, "I shall_ be very
happy when I'm back on the
prairies again. I don't mind
being in the city for a while
but I'm like t he Indians. I lilu
to be back close to nature."

African trip -planned

by UNI geographer
by Jeff Clever
Dr. C. Wallace Dierickx is
going home to visit a friend . In
this -case, both are one and the
same - · Africa . Dr. Dierickx
spent one year in Tanganyika
working on his doctoral thesis
and wants ,t o return. }i'or three
weeks he and twenty others
will visit five , countries in
Africa
(Kenya,
Tanzania,
Ethiopia, Sudan, and Egypt),
and two in Europe (Belgium
and Greece). They will have a
unique opportunity to observe
firsthand the wildlife in
Africa's national parks, Dr.
Dierickx cites increasing encroachment on the land by
native people as a ·prime cause
of the - extinction and near
extinction of many animals.
Diseases, most notably sleeping sickness, also t ake t heir

toll on both humans and
animals. Animals are carriers
of the disease ; leading to mass
extermination of many species.}
notably
taking
place
in
Ugan da.
The members of the t rip will
also have an opportunity to
observe the cultures of t he
farming villages in Africa.
Ninety per cent of the people
are subsistence farmers who
must endure both the hardships of the climate and the
marauding animals.
In addition, t here will be
sightseeing such as the pyramyds in Egypt , and the cities
of Brussels and Athens. In
Africa there - will · be native
guides to facilitate communication and point out not-soobvious ' points of interest.
1

[cont'd. on page 4]

Edmund Dy bel lectures to a Speech Pathology clas~ on the dilemna of speaking without a larynx.
D ybel fost his speech box due to cancer. [Photo by Pat O'Brien]

No larynx
Lecturer gives students 1st hand 'info
by Pat O'Brien
busy taking notes ' and asking
A child laughed a t the
questions regarding Dybel's
speech sounds Edmund Dybel,
particular, and fairly common
52, was m;i.king in S-101 as he . disability.
laboriously described how it's
Dybel speaks by swallowing
impossible for him to cry,
air and then enunciating as the
laugh , or even_ scream when in
air again travels from his
pain . D y b el , a statio n ary
stomach and esophagus. The
engineer, lost his larynx two
process is most familiar to
years ago as the result of a
most of us as "burp talking" .
acer operation.
Due to t he opera tion ,
The small boy was the only , Dybel' s airway was in t er one in the classroom who was
rup ted below the t h roat,
_laughing though. The rest of
making it necessary for him to
t he s tuden ts in William
breath t hrough a half-inch hole
Stewart 's speech pathology for
in his necK: He ~an't do any of
classroom teachers class were
the air-blowing functions the

rest of us take for granted . lt'!eimpossible for him to blow his
nose, to cry, laugh, and.
because of his inability tc
control the opening in hi~
neck, he could possibly drowr
in a shower.
Dybel has made an educa·
tional tool out of his handicap
and in addition to his lectures
at Nort heastern -- this is his
tenth -- he also gives lectures
to elementary school children
in many north side schools.
"If you t hought that kid ir

(cont'd . on page 4
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Teacher indulges in "anti-U.S. rhetoric"
Letters To The Editor,
I am writing this letter
concerning a faQplty. member
within the political science
department. I recently had an
occasion to sit in on one of Dr.
Thomas Farr's lectures, and
would like to comment upon it.
First of all, I was always under
the assumption that it ·was the
duty of those residing in the
university to present their
various. topics impartially and
objectively. I found this not to :
be the case with Dr. Farr. It
seems that he choose to use his
lecturing podium as th e
medium to which he expresses
his own particular political
beliefs. Concerning the s6bject
of United States Foreign
policy, Dr. Farr seems_ to feel
his {lttitudes on the s ubject,
and his own particular stance
(that 1s a very anti-U.S.
approach) is the best for
s tudents desiring to learn
about international relations.

Therefore students must
bear on a daily basis I am told,
much anti-U.S. rhetoric. It
would seem that in a search for
truth, a professor would want
to explore both sides of an
issue fairly and leave it up to
the students to ·decide for

can only wonder why Dr. Farr
is allowed tg pursue this
method of teaching.
·
Mrs. R. S. 1Daniels

themselves what the truth of
the matter really is. Having
heard other lectures by other
professors in the department, I

Rebuttal

Students reply
As Dr. Farr:'s s~udents at Northeastern, we are compelled to
respond to Mrs. Daniels' vicious attack on the venerable
professor. It is crystal-clear that Mrs. Daniels' criticism of Dr.
Farr's teaching methods, is based on a very shallow, inept, and
biased OBSERVATIONS OF THE PROFESSOR TEACHING .
:Mrs. Daniels had the audacity to evaluate Dr. Farr (who, in the
opinion of many of his students is a very eurudite and devoted
academician.) After sitting in just ONE of his class sessions ..
Mrs. Daniels, obviously, has been prompted to write against Dr.
Farr on the basis of propaganda fed by the NEWS MEDIA. Dr.
Farr does not contend that his opinions and attitudes on the
subject consist the ultimate truth. However, Dr. Farr feels free to
criticeze U. S. Policies whenever, the policies are UNFAIR.,
UNJUST, OUTRAGEOUS, and BIASED according to well
accepted CANONS of International Relations. As a true
academician, Dr. Farr strives to analyze and sift the issues in
the light of the theory of International relations without regard
to the fact that he is a U. S. Citizen. Since the U. S. is a
DEMOCRATIC country and not ·a TOTALITARIAN ONE,
professors like Dr. Farr do not necessarily have to endorse the U.
S. Government policies.
We strongly resent Mrs. Daniels' ludicrous, deplorable, and
irresponsible comments on Dr. Farr's teaching methods.
Thank you,
Ali Ameripour
Syed S.Atiqi

Call for better
parking corn~unication
I

The student's unawareness
Dear Editor:
During the past few weeks ·of this rule is solely the
the Parking Appeals Board · responsibility of the Security
Office and Administration of
has been swa mped with
this school. TRUE it is never
appeals on tickets concerning
stated
that you can park in the
parking in the lots during
...
lots
without
a decal. BUT it is
semester break without a
also never stated that you
decal. The common appeal is
can' t.
that they (the students) were
Most students include the
not aware of the necessity of a
semester break time in with
sticker when school was not in
the one week grace period
session.
allowed after school starts as

also being a time when a
st~cker is not necessary.
The parking appeals urges
the administration to better
inform the ·students of this
rule. I cannot speak for the
other members of the board
but I will in the future, if this
law is not clarified, strongly
urge a pardon on these type of
tickets.
V.J. Moore
Parking Appeals Boaid

Residential school
needs hooks
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The Staff
The Print is the campus
newspaper for Northeasterif Illinois University.
Published weekly , this
paper is paid for by
student fees and is largely
the work of Northeastern
students. Material published herein is not · to be
confused with views- expressed by the University
administration. Print is
located in E-214, phone
583-4050, ext.
,. 459.'"

they have probably not been
exposed to before.
I would love to see a
follow-up program set up that
would encourage these young
men and women to see their
own attendance at Northeastern or any university as a
goal which would prepare them
for future positions. Mr.
Williams, himself, is a positive
example of the 'I can' attitude.
I hope to visit the boys
branch soon, and I hope that
division is as inspiring.
The Office of Community
Service would like to fill the
library shelves of these
schools. We · l;l-re starting a
BOOKATHON for the next
four weeks and the 'drop-off'
point for the books will be
Room B 114, next door to the
Counseling Center.
We are asking all faculty,
students, employees or whatever, to go through your
personal library and share
some of your reading materials
with these young people.

by Marylene Whitehead
We all get preformed ideas
of how things are, often before
we even come into actual
contact with the person, thing
or situation, and often we are
wrong,
Upon visiting the Girls
branch of the Illinois State
Residential Schools at 45th
aiid Drexel', where Ted
Williams was . recently appointed Director, I was more
than pleased to find out that I
was wrong about how 'those'
places really are.
Mr. Williams ha9, invited me
to check out the school but
with my own heavy class and
work load, it wasn't possible
until the August break. Well,
the girls weren't there because
they were also on break, but
the staff members were
genuinely warm and enthusiastic about the school and the
girls.
· There were many vf tal
programs avilable to inspire
and motivate young women.
Many, as a matter of fact, that

Editor: Pat O'Brien
Managing Editor: Paula
Levy
News Editor: Jean Ikezoe
Arts Editor: Tom Wolferman
Sports Editor: Pauline Phillips
Business Manager: Rita
Harmata
Photo Editor: Kevin Ramon
Cartoonists: Margaret
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Set up Bryn Mawr office

Zadro~ny plans to beat Annunzio
by Jean Ikezoe
CORRECTION TO PASS FAIL!!!!!! Regardless of what you

might have read , the pass/ fail option may be excercised by
completing the appropriate forms in the Record Office during the
week of November 4 through Novemb'er 8, 1974 only.
'
DECEMBER GRADUATES
The final date for filing
graduation applications with the Records Office i_s October 4.

ALL STUDENTS EXPECTING TO STUDENT TEACH in
January '75 must submit applications for admission to the
College of Education no later than October 7. Admission to the
College .o f Education is required for student teaching.

~

'

.

A _G,.,UEST RECITAL will be held on Monday, September 30, at

8:00 'pm in the UNI Auditorium. The recital will be given by
Gabrielle Wojcik, French horn; accompanied by William Schutt,
piano; and assisted by Wayne Wojcik, trumpet and Gregory
Wojcik, trombone. Everyone is invited to attend.

KLAL ·YISROEL invites you to come to our Succoth
Celebration. we will have Israeli songs, and Falafel will be sold.
This event will take place on M,onday, September 30 in the south
corridor from 10:00 to 2:00 p.m. All are invited!

BIBLE STUDY GROUP will begin on ·wednesday,- September
25, at 1: 00 p.m. in the classroom building, 0-007. It will continue
every Wednesday thereafter. Please feel free to attend.

STUDENTS FOR INDEPENDENT POLITICS invites you to
an Oktoberfest fund raiser for Mike Holewinski, candidate for
State R,epresentative (17th district) tonight;- September 27, 1974,
at Sneaky Pete's 5023 N. Lincoln Ave. from 8-12 pm. Admission
is five dolars with 10 cent beer and 20 cent bratwurst. Lots of fun
and music. ~ome join us.
THE CAMPAIGN HEADQUARTERS for Mitchell G.
Zadrozny, Republican candidate for Congress, 11th district, has
opened. The Zadrozny headquarters is located at 2407 W. Bryn
Mawr, just west of Kimball. The campaigning is now in full
. swing and neighbors are invited to come in for campaign
literature and campaign buttons.

The pizza parlor is long gon~
and in its place is a political
headquarters. Red, white Iand
blue paper and political
posters temporarily cover the
old stained walls.
Mitchell G. Zadrozny is the
Republican candidate for Con~
gress in the 11th District.
Relatively unknow_n in politics , ·zadrozny will oppose
incumbent Frank Annunzio
during the election this November 5. Zadrozny's headquarters are located on Bryn
Mawr just west of Kimball,
only a few blocks from UNI.
"He's strong but we 're
going to beat him, " Dr.
Zadrozny saitl of Annunzio. "I
don ' t run away from a
challenge.''
Dr. Zadrozny is very familiar with the 11th District,
which covers the northwestern
section of the city. Born to
immigrant parents, he attended Lane · Technical High
School, Wright City College,
and obtained his PhD. from
the University of Chicago. He
is currently Professor of
Geography at Wright, where
he has been teaching since
1955.
He described the 11th ·
District as ·being a "typical
American district," made up of
a wide range of different
peoples. "I consider it a swing
district," he continued. Most
of the people are independent
I
voters. then - Democrats, and
finally Republicans. "If I can
get enough independents," Dr.
Zadrozny stated, "that will be
enough to win."
Interested in politics since

he was fifteen, Dr. Zadrozny
has taken an active political
role for a number of years. He
was a delegate to the
Republican Convention in
Miami in '68. In '67 he ran for
alderman of the 45th ward.

to fight for everything I've
got. I'VE LEARNED TO
ENJOY THE FIGHT."
Dr. Zadrozny wants to
help fight "to control inflation
and resist recession," "support
an economic policy that

Earl Andresen, campaign manager and Mitchell Zadrozny ,
candidate for U.S. Congress, 11th Dist. discuss campaign
policies. [Print photo by Kevin Ramon]

More recently, in '72 he ran in
the primary for Congressman
against' Holman but lost.
At Wright, Dr. Zadrozny is
teaching interested students
about politics. He encourages
young people to get involved.
Dr. Zadrozny mentioned the
fact that he is trying to show
students tha t politicians are
"ordinary people who said 'I'm
going to run for office.' ''
The fact that he 1s
considered an unknown · in
politics doesn 't bother Dr.
Zadrozny at all. " The stakes
are higher," he noted. "I had

maintains a high employment
rate, " and "support legislation
to fight street crimes, organized crime, and the illegal drug
traffic. He also wants to see
America become self sufficient
in energy fuels and "other
strategic materials. "
At the present time Dr.
Zadrozny is busy with campaigning for the November
election. Looking ahead to the
future, he intends to work in
·the '76 election. "I like the
political fight, the intellectual
fight; that's my game. "

I

A KARATE D EMONSTRATION will be sponsored by the UNI
Alumni Association on October 3, at 1:00 p.m. in the auditorium.
.Jimmy Marsh, forth dE}gree black belt in Tae Kwon Do from the
Choi Karate Institute will present the exhibition. Marsh will be
teaching courses in karate at the Alumni Association sponsored
Mini U beginning October 19, For more · information call ,.,
. 583-4050, ext. 271.
'
SENSITIVITY GROU P starting on Tuesday, October 1, at- the
Catholic Student·Center, 5450 N. Kimball. For more information
·call ext. 775.

THE NEWLY _FO~ED ART CLUB will sponsor a life drawing
· workshop from 5:00-7:00 p.m. Thursday, October 3. On October 7
the club will sponsor rap session featuring an open discussion
between faculty and students at 4:00 p .m. Both are free anc;l are
to be in B-133.

a

THE UNI VETE RAN'S CLUB will hold their October Birthday

Party on October 4 at 8:00 p.m. Free admission to all vet club
members and an admission fee of 50 cents to all other guests. For
more information contact Mike Newman in the counseling c·enter
or at the Vet's Club meeting, held this Thursday at 1:00 p.m. in
room S-222.

"IS PEACE BETWEEN ISRAEL AND THE ARABS
POSSIBLE NOW?" will be the topic of the Opening Session of

Chicago's Jewish Community Forum for 1974-75. The session will
be held on Wednesday, October 2nd, 8:00 P.M. at Congregation
Bnai Emunah, 9131 Niles Center Road, Skokie.
The panel members will be Dr. Mark M. Drug, professor of
history in education at t he University of Chicagp, Dr. M. Cherif
Bassiouni, Arab academician, member of the faculty of theDe
Paul University College of Law, David H. Zysman, executive
director of the State of Israel Bond Organization, and J .I.
Fishbein, editor and publisher of the Sentinel. The public is
invited withou t charge.

Psych. Dept. creates new program
The courses offered by this program focus
by Robert J. Kosinski
mainly on psychological and sociological issues.
Marriage, retirement, and death are only· a
A course for the young aduit is presently being
few of the topics which will he discussed as part
taught by Dr. Buchmann.
of the Psychology Department ' s newest
Extension courses for the middle and late
program, The Institu te of Adulthood.
adult years are to be conducted at the Bernard
"The purposes of it, " explains Dorothy May,
Horwich Center. Courses, such as Grief, Dea th
Editor of the ' Institute ' s Com m unique
publication, "are to enhance adult life, to kind • and Dying, and Development 9f Programs for
the Middle and Late Adult Years will be
of affirm each other as adults and i;o make a
presented at extension centers in the winter.
place for ourselves in a larger society and in
"All of the courses have to do with how
smaller societies. "
adults function, what they need, what they are,
The idea for the Institute began last winter as
that sort of thing," says May. ~
a class on adulthood, guided by Dan Kuzuhara,
Membership contributions for the Institute
professor of psychology, which featured the
range from $3 to $25.
·
seminar-type of convf!rsations between various
"Members are mainly supporting an idea
generations of adult participants.
"One important goal is inter-g~nerational , now," expla!ns May, "The services aren't that
many yet. We hope to have age-related
communication." says May, "That's really
workshops and semin!l!s, lectures on topics of
important, and' that's something that a very
special interest, we are having a pre-retirement
many people care about. "
seminar-lecture series beginning in October. "
Formal establishment of the Institute took
The pre-retirement lectures will be offered on
place on May 28, with Kuzuhara _ as the
a weekly basis. The discussions will be led by
coordinator, who deals primarily with subjects
relating to the middle and later years, and Ann , the head of Industrial ·Gerontology program of
the mayor's office, Lester Klein. He will be
Buchmnn as .the Associate coordinator, dealing
joined by various experts in fields relating to
mainly with young adulthood. Interest grew
the legal, financial , and sociological aspects of
rapidly among other faculty members who
retirement living.
organized a formal meeting fo discuss futu re
Materials pertaining to the subject of
plans for the Ins~itute.
" In the field of psychology, " explains May, . , adulthood, such as magazine articles . and
reports of scientific studies, _ will be made
"there has been a lot of work on childhood and
available in the home office in room S-315 in the
adolescence and very little on adulthood; young
science building, until the proposed establishadulthood, middle adulthood, old adulthood,
ment of a library is completed.
and not just senior citizens, it is the whole
spectru~, the whole life cycle of adults."
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African trip
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[cont'd. from page 1]

Visits to a cotton plantat ion
and a sugar farm are planned.
Dr. Dierickx emphasized .
t hat the trip is open to anyone
and is worth three hours of
credit. The trip is being arranged through Special Tours and
Travel Inc! and Sabena Airlines . . About five are enrolled
presently ; the total number
Dr. Dierickx would like is
twenty . Expenses for the December 12 through Jan. 2 trip
are $1,795.00 total and Dr.
Dierickx says people on the
trip need only t~e $20.00 to
cover incidental expenses. This
,price is a' tremendous bargain
becau se a similar trip costs
$2,165.00.
So why no t stop by
346A or 346B in the Science
Building or call ext. 780-781 to ·
obtain complete details.

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page ,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (deli very t ime is
1'to 2 days}.

RESEARCH ASSI STANCE, INC.
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(2 13) 477-8474 or 477-5493

By Pat O'Brien

Who .are the real vandals?

I'VE NEVER SEEN a Northeasterner busting up the Science
Building or any of the surrounding areas, but I'm sure t hat
ample proof could be supplied that som~ UNI students do
vandalize. But I have 'seen other people, many times, playing
some pretty destructive tricks around here.
It's probably vandalism that ha s caused most of the doors• to
be inoperative .in the' Science Building and it's probably
vandalism that keeps most of the doors_locked in the classroom
building making it a kind of a rat-in-a-maze type effort to get in
there. Just keep guessing and you 'll probably get in - if you

the . faul t of the Physical Plant people that the buildings are
falling down, it's the contractor 's fault. It's not UNI Security's
fault that all that vandalism is going on. The maintenance people
should work harder to keep things up.
As far as the vandals go, they're going to start painting lewd
slogans in the stairwells (where ar~ they) of the Science Building,
but a real vandal is , going to catch up with them. The lights
burned out yesterday.

No larynx

don 't give up.
It was probably vandals who m,ade the hole in the ceiling in

_ ·

(cont'd from page 1)

S-229 where t hey have to put · a bucket to catch tlie rain. Or
the back was laughing, you
the operation making it
perhaps that hole, and the one in t he hallway entering the
should see some of t hose grade possible for him to get back to
basement of t h~ Classroom Bµilding were burrowed by concrete
school classes, " Dybel smilingwor k and normal living
eating termites from outer space.
ly said. He said it doesn't quickly.
The trouble around here is t hat so much time is being wasted
bother him because he knows
Dybel said it was also easier
trying to assign the blame for the buildings f~lling down, that no
they 're not being malicious.
for him to recover than a lot of
one is taking the time to fix them.
,
" I've been very fortuna te," he . people who have had a
According 'to Robert Crampton, director of the Physical Plant
said. "A lot of people never laryngotomy. "It's harder for
(otherwise ' known as "We never received t hat request for
make it back to a normal life those who have made t heir
maintenance") says t hat most of those cute lit tle lights
after t his type of operation
living using their voice to
surrounding the Science Building have been broken by people
because -their friends won't let adjust. "
chaining their bikes to and sitting on them. H ave you ever seen
them. They start avoiding the
Dybel said ne has no doubts
anyone sit on one of those eight foot lights? The only p~ple with
person because it's hard for
abou t what caused his larynx
ladders around here are probably t he buildings and grounds
him to converse." Dybel said
to become cancerous and he
people.
people helped him adj ust' after finis hed," I just wish I had
Maybe it is vandals who are oausing all of the destruction. fo
never smoked. "
that case why isn't it a security problem, and if that 's the case , - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
why isn 't it being handled by putting more guards on to wa tch
the buildings? Well t he guards they do have are · much more
concerned with losing themselves at night and on the weekends
and as far as during the day' - it's a good thing t he men in blue
are arpund to guard those poor defenseless Marines.
So, the last messages from Pass tne Buck City are ou_!_. It's not
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Movie Nite, Sunday 10:30 pm, Ladies Nite, Tuesday
& Thursday, Unescorted Females, S4 'a Drink.
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FREE - I Pitcher beer with med. pizza

I
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N OUTRAGEOUS PAROD
-OF YESTERYEARS'
SUPER HEROES!
f
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COUPON

LOUNGE-PUB

\
j

5338 N. Lincoln Ave.

.784-9638
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HRO COlOR Ralea
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®

Want a change in your lunchtime routine?
Go Chinese - American dishes, too.

"'"

··•.;:;:,(.:( ::ii}

UP.ENS fRIOAY
_.._t

.....,~J.»

' ,._, e>

'

Lunch served to all students at .tH hours.

OCTOBER 4

'~~

Showing·Exclusively Downtown.at th
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.:

3411 W. Bryn
Mawr
Ave.
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'The city Would close it down' - Set
Bldg. p,Oblems
and hazards grow
.
.
.

we could get them fixed."
He attributes much of the
breakage to the students using
the lights as seats and attaching their bicycles and motorcycles to them.
"Its hard to keep up with
the vandalism," he says.
He did state, however, that
parts for these fixtures were
being manufactured and they
would be repaired.
As for the stairwell lights,
Hudson says that a problem
exists in the present fixtures

A SIGN ON THE TIMES? Drivers in the back driveway would seemingly have to drive up in the
grass to find speed and direction signals.
by Robert J. Kosinski
" If we were not state proper- case of fire. Hut there is
"I don't think that he did a
ty, we would be in violation of another aspect to the door
very good job." adds Sweig.
the city building code. "says situation.
Sweig is also unhappy with
Mitchell Sweig, professor of
" We have had security prothe state of- the building's
Psychology, "I have been told blems,"
explains · S.weig,
plumbing.
that the city would close us "What's the use of an emer"The autoclave of the Biodown, if some of these things . gency exit with ·a n alarm if the
logy Department is right
weren 't fixed , if we were· alarm ' doesn 't work. People
above our prep room. " "He
subject to their building code." could prop those doors open
says, "Everytime they flush it,
Sweig was referring to a and get in after hours."
the plumbing _would leak and
nmnber of maintenance probAccording
to
Robert
our prep room would be awash
lems that he has cited in the Crampton, Director of the
and as far as I know, the
Science Building. He claims Physical Plant, , the doors of
plumbing never got fixed. It's
that the instances present a the building were not right for
just that the autoclave doesn't
hazat"d to the safety of all t he type of traffic involved in _ get used." ,
individuals who use the facili- the first place.
He also pointed -ou t that a
ty . .
Dr. Randy Hudson, Dean of
large hole exists in the ceiling
"Some of these things are the College_ of Arts and Sciof Room S-229 where a bucket
going to be difficult to fix, '' ences, says, "What is typicar .often has to be employed on
admitted Sweig, "What I am of any new building' is that it's
the floor to catch escaping
objecting to, in those cases, is a· little hard to know what the
water from the pipes above.
the lack of / some kind of, contractor is responsible for, , Crampton says that all. of
estimated date, the iick of and what our own internal
the leaks in the plumbing have
some kind of informat!on being maintenance is responsible for
been fixed, resulting in the
distributed to the pecple who and I think that our internal
opening in the ceiling, which
are affected by these inconve- people feel that we simply
would be repaired as part of
niences, and safety and fire should not use our runds for
the contract with the plumbhazards."
things that are the contracers.
The major concern of Sweig tors ' responsibility. You get
Another
complaint
of
involves the regular and the into the situation sometimes
Sweig's is that the light bulbs
emergency exit doors in the where the internal people and
in the stairwells are constantly
structure. He maintains that the contractor sort of wait
burned out and the external
five of the twelve regular doors each other out. " 1
ground level light fixtures
are broken and that all of the
Sweig maintains t hat the
have been in disrepair for an
. emergency exjt alarms are no University did not want to hire
unusually long time .
longer
opthe contractor that they did ,
"If you can tell me how to
erational. According to Sweig, but they . were legally obliged
stop the students from breakthis represents a danger to the to because of the low bid that
ing
them
(the
external
lives of the occupants in the t hey had received.lights
)"
say
s
Crampton,
"then
....J

which cause; the bulbs to burn
out shortly after they are
replaced. He states that plans
are being made to replace the
old fixtures with new flourescent ones.
"I w~uld just hope that this
building gets the kind of
maintenance in the next year that it
did in its first year." says
Hudson, " I've relayded this
concern to Mr. Crampton and
he understands the concern."

"
DON'T
BOTHER looking out many windows in the Science
Building. You can't see through boards.

The doors in both of the new buildings have continued to be a problem. Some are It's hard to imagine how a 'three-foot bike could destroy an eight foot· light, but
chained, but others are bolt e«L; hut >111aking' it'impo~sible t o g~t out in cas e ~f ~4 f \ ~¢qrdir(g
o niali,te,n@"~e
p-.eople that is wh'at 's -lfappening . fPRINT phot os by Pat
¼,,, '
_
_ ,
·
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Le Gourmet'
\

/

- A ·look at nearby eateries

/

~Like eating
o3ecJi6

a.

Thom McAnsale .item'

Bcok

O...,.t-JJod." ~

-

RATING SYSTEM:

LJFFtc ~ J

I
I

2 Prong : Beats a TV Dinner

I

'(~.
burrito in a sticky microwave
An-. all-American meal of a
. by Tom Wolferman oven.
hamburger , french fries and
Commenting connoisseurs:'
As a ·public service t o UNI
soft drink totals to $1. 78, a rate
George Tafelski students , beginning with this
in close company with other
Rita Harmata article, the PRINT will publish
sandwiches which generally
If the Galloping Gourmet
a_ series of nourishing probes
range under $2.00 with side
ever stumbles upon the UNI · into the locaL e,d ibles scene, , orders. C.V.'s hamburgers are
Coffee Shop Menu , he 'll where we will explore alternatraditionally " typical, " which
probably book it as a visual tive places of dining for
makes them bearable, but only
aid in his upcoming special on students who wish to venture
proves once again that in order
" Intensive Indigestion." Let's forth out of the indigestible
to get a burger with bounce
face it. Northeastern cuisine realms of . Northeastern. Our
you either have to make a
may offer bounties of burgers, study will take into account
pilgrimmage to New Town or
trayloads of tunas , and the fact that eating is a total
have intimate connections with
frenzies of frankfurters, but, sensual experience which , a manager at Burger King.
inevitably, the UNI Coffee allows careful .room for such
C.V.'s ltalian Beef sandwich
Shop hit parade is merely a considerations as quality ,
is about as Italian as a pair of
" tur key! "
quantity, service, and atenchiladas. Their beef comMany students would rather mosphere.
pletely lacks the zest necessary
orchestrate in-class stomach
to be memorable, and a sauce
Our first adventure in eating
growlings than attempt to took us to c·.V.'s Restaurant,
of any kind is absent, making
battle the inadequate UNI located a few strides away, at
the sandwich comparable to
food selection. Yet, weekday the corner of Kimball and
the eating of a sale item at
Thom McCan 's.
starvation is hardly the BrynMawr. C.V.'s is a mild to
answer. There are alternatives mediocre outfit which will
Nevertheless, the french
to campus eating that are leave your stomach filled with
fries come through, and where
worth looking into, and do not food, but hardly enough food
UNI's fries are reminiscent of
involve the desperate situation for thought. The menu is
miniature pick-up stix, C.V.'s
of heating up a limp and sandwich orientated and the· Idahoes are long, crisp, and,
unloved vending machine prices are moderate.
thankfully, not Wessoned-to)

,

~Brief Lives'·a dazzling
revival at Arlington Park
/

.

[Our evaluations are based on the
Culinary Fork System of Excellence:
0 Prongs : A Crisco Crypt
1 Prong Bring on the Bromo

.

3 Prongs: Not 'hard to swallow
4 Prongs: Julia Child Seal of Approv~l!
. •
.,

I.

l"

C.V.'s rating: 2 Prongs

death, allowing for an enjoy- portraits of horses tend . to be
irritating while gnawing away
able munching experience.
The service was brisk, but at a rugged beef sandwich , but
hardly exceptional. We seated the general atmosphere is
ourselves at ·1: 10 p.m. and acceptable for a Chicago corner
were served by $1 :25. The snack shop. A booth along
waitress was businesslike and Kimball A venue will give you
efficient, but under the im- a panoramic view of life among
press ion that students only the I Bryn Mawrian peoples.
want to eat and run back to Within visual range is The
school.
Hollywood F isheries, Shafer's
The seating accomodations Florist , and Uncle Dan ' s
at C.V.'s are barely adequate Surplus, and although it's not
.with a long row of booths dinner along the Seine, it is a
which are designed · strictly for quick change_ of pace from
two people. If you plan on staring someone down who is
bringing a date to lunch, make ' dribbling a BLT on his chin a t
sure you 're both deeply in love the UNI dining hall. Shoppers
and have no hang-ups about weaving in and out of these
playing footsie. At C.V.'s, businesses make excellent
brushing knees is not. a luncheon conversation, making
sensuous a.r:t, but a struggle you realize you are on the
for survival. The two-seater verge of I a community with
booths make quick, clean exits diverse personality.
The one outstanding unan impossibility, so count' on
eating with someone who admirable quality of C.V.'s is
will not laugh if you trip out _ that it is directly adjacent to
· Beck's book store, which is
the booth to pay the check.
bound to upset y,our stomach
C.V.'s decor is .simple and
relatively clean. The color even if you haven't had your
lunch.

Correction to
Hujambo Rafiki

/

by Sherry Steiner Hansen
If you have a few hour!'j with
nothing to do, even if you have
something else to do, make it a
point to spend · the time with
an enchanting old man by the
name of John Aubrey in "Brief
Lives" currently in its second
run at Arlington Park The_a ter.
Aubrey is played by Roy
Dotrice who in 1967 while
playing this role in London,
broke all world records for the
longest running solo performance. In a few short weeks
the play will make its
Broadway debute in New
York.
The London Times calls
"Brief Lives" " a startling
feat," the Chicago Tribune
calls the play "a virtuoso
performance' ', and the Chicago
. Daily News calls it "a bright
triumph". I call it the most
touching, amusing, delightful
rendition of an authoc-'s works
that has been performed in a
long while. Dotrice brings a
portion of 17th century John

finishing touches to the
Aubrey 's works into a visual
performance. One can sense
~nd auditory experience that
the· mustiness, loneliness, and
stays with you long after the
secureness of old age by the
curtain falls.
·
visual impact of the stage
To call this a performance is
setting. The lighting is just
an understatement. It is as if · right and enhances every move
one· is a child sitting in a long
and word Dotrice makes.
forgotten room with someboy's
Ancient odors permeate
grandfather who mysteriously
through the entire theater and
unfolds "the days of Yesterthe warm mead served during'
year". Dotrice is a magnet.
intermission transports one
Once one begins to watch and
back to Elizabethian times.
listen it is impossible to stop.
Perhaps the prime reason for
He has unique control rand
Dotrice's success is the flow of
plays his audience as a pro
movement on stage. His voice
plays football. He gives the
intonations and facial expresfans what they want which
sions blend to make absolute
makes each and every person
perfection out of something
feel a part of the play. It is
that could have been pure
difficult to believe that this
drudgery. What-more can one
man established, maintained, _say than "Par Excellence" and
and directed his audience'. s
"Bravo" .
mood solely by himself. I
"Brief Lives" will be at
never thought I'd' see the day
Arlington Park Theater from
. when I would see an entire
Sept. 18-29. Tickets range in
audience_ sit through a one
price from $5.00 to $8.50 and
actor play and not be bored to
includes several matinee pertears. Roy Dotp.ce has proven
formances. 'More info may be
rhe wrong.
obtained by calling the
The scenery used adds the
Theater box office at 392-6800.

LAST WEEK, A SENTENCE SHOULD HA VE READ ... " Of
course, it is always better if each individual can reach within and
develope his or her own total being to the fullest. But if we must
find figures with whom we pattern ourselves, let it NOT be the
" Ron O'Neal" or "Pam Grier" characters invented by a Sig
Shore or American International (who could only create negative
'figures bordering on the depths of · depravation based on
pre-formed negative attitudes.)"

NORTHEASTERN SPECIAL !
You don't have to ·be
a hustler to ~ play pool.
Present this coupon and play
for 1/J off the hourly rate.
Miss C9e
3305 N. Ashland

Little EngJish

5658 W. Diversey
l8 TABLE S

24 TABLES

House of Lords
Irving-Harlem Plaza
Norridge
20 TABLES
EXPIRES

l)CT 3

---~---------------------------
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Jazz artists jam

at Mill Run
The t wo work together
by George Sa\Vl'D
The Mill Run has to be the
beautifully and produce music
greatest place in the Chicago
with style and power. So much
area to hear jazz. There is room
power, in fact, that after a
for many people, and yet there
while they begin to sound like
is a closeness, an intimacy that
an entire 20 piece jazz band.
makes it possible to fully enjoy
The second half, with Ella
the talents of a skilled jazz
Fitzgerald and her Trio, was a
musician. In this case, there
delight to music listeners of all
were two of the best - Oscar
tastes. She s.ang, literally,
Peterson and Ella Fitzgerald.
something for everyone.
Everything on her program,
The September 18 prpgram
started with Oscar Peterson,
from the swinging opener
unaccompanied at the piano.
"Sweet Georgia Brown," to
the current "Don't You Worry,
Peterson tackles jazz in the
'bout a Thing" carried Ella 's
most skilled way possible utilizing an absolutely untrademarks: Excellent perlimited technique combined
formance and good taste.
with sensitivity and imaginaAny good, imaginative jazz
tion. Beginning with a gentle,
musician works best when he
quiet piece, and moving
stretches the music out a bit,
through . several others, he , and Ella is no exception. One
covered many moods, tempos , of the most beautifully done
and styles. However; there is
numbers of the night was
one facet of his playing that
Gershwin's "The Man I
Love." Ella _and the trio
overrides all else - a general
look and feeling of joy and
started the tune slowly and
happiness. At all times Oscar
gently, in ballad style, then
had -a big, broad grin on his
kicked it into a fast swing.
face, or at least a look of . Ella went through the song
serene contentment.
several times, then launched
After the fourth, of his
into a vocal and musical
unaccompanied solos, Oscar description 9f "The Man I
Love." In the course 0f this
introduced his bassist, Nils
improvised dissertation, she
Henning Erstadt-Pedersen,
from Denmark. One would
dips into phrases of _other
expect Oscar's bass man to be
songs to illustrate her points :
quite skilled on his instrument,
"My Heart Belongs to
and he thoroughly exceeds all
Daddy," "Diamonds are _a
expectations . In extreme
Girl's Best Friend," and
contrast to Oscar, however,
(believe it or not) "I've been
Working _o n the Railroad! "
E rstadt-Pedersen has a look of
intense concentration at all
The show ended with the
times. This seems to be a
inevitable teaming of Ella ang
Oscar Peterson. Two two·
hallmark of the effective bass
player - of which two other
masters jammed beautifully on
examples come to my mind
a blues tune, and unimmediately : Jim Fielder of ' fortunately, left one wishing
that there could be more.
Blood, Sweat, and Tears, and
George Morass of the Thad
Nevertheless, it was one great
program.
Jones/ Mel Lewis Band.

For Sale
MINOLTA
SRT-101
CAMERA w/ 50min Rokkor
Fl.4 Lens w/leather case $200, 200mm Rokkor F3.5
telephoto lens w/ case - $100
35mm Rokkor F3.0 wide angle
lens w / case - $85 Minolta
Polarizing ,filter - $15 (Includes "Sky" filters for ALL
1enses and vinyl carrying bag(
PERFECT OPTICS-NO
SIGN OF WEAR ON ANY
OF THE ABOVE LISTED
ITEMS-am replacing equipment with Nikon camera.
Please
call:
,G.
Jarosz,
278-9730 (Between 7-9PM)
Thank You. If not home-leave
message-will return call.
For Sale: 1972 Datsun, Deluxe
Sedan, automatic trans., radio.
Pale yellow, good condition.
Gets approx. 24 mQ_g. $1,600.
Call 276-0552 after 6pI)l.
Motorcycle for sale: Triumph
'71
Bonn 650 cc. Runs
excellent. $950. 298-5641 or
824-0817 after 6:00pm.
y

-

For Sale - · Kustom Bass
AMP with covers 2 bottoms
and head, 4-15 sprs. 200
Watts. $425.00. 966-5597, after
6:30pm.
Must sell: '67 Pontiac convertible. Excellent condition. Call
761-5142.

£ ' .··
c:- NAPOLl'S PIZZA

FOR SALE: Adult Folding
Cots, 2 Small Slides, 1 Gen.
Electric Dishwasher, 2 Host
Chairs, Call Ext. 8180

_____________

For rent: 4 room apt. 2 bdrm.,
furnished. 2033 N. · Kimball,
$160 plus sec. 235-9151. Evenings after 6.

Personals
Susan C.
Have fun in · school, I will
always be with you. Take care.
Love, -Mike J .

T.W.
I miss you Hayley Mills

Wanted: 1 keyb6ard player, 1
bass guitarist, 1 lead guitarist
and 1 singer _to form rock
group. Please, only serious
musicians who have a seriouf?
commitment toward music.
Call 4 78-4812 to arrange jam/
audition. Chuck.

- - - - - --- - - - - -

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
LIBRARY
Thousands of Topics

$2. 75 per--page
Send for your up-to-date,
-..176-page, mail order catalog
of 5500 topics. Enclose
$1.00 to cover postag e (1-2
days d elivery time) .

519 GLENROCK AVE.
SUITE #203
LOS ANGELES, CA. 90024
Our m aterial s are sold for
research purposes o n ly

~ ,te •NOW PLAYING

First,~---..

_

The HatTac:I Experiment*
and then they
were ready ..
H
fora ...

. -_

A Dennis F Stevens
Cinema Arts Production

... but were their parents
and hometowns ready
for the liberated relations
.,
encouraged at
Harrad College?

...areyou?
,

pI z

PHONES: -

483-6688,

.' . ~

PHONES:

483-6686-

. .

area Mon., Wed. , or 5 days
around 5:00pm. Fee open. Call
761-5142.

Boy, that BIZARRE , little
Gremlin is a real ch~rger.

10:30 AM. -·1:00 A.M. ,
10:30 A.M. :._ 2:00 A . M . ~
11 :00 A:M. ~ 2:00 A .-M
- ~
_,
4:00 P.M~ - 1:00 A.M.
,

:oo,A.M. daily (except Sunday)

Experienced Help Wanted
Part-Time in Day Care Center
- Call Ext. 8180

Volunteers are wanted and
needed to help in. t he Reading
Lab program at the Residential School for Boys. For
more i-;;:formation contact Mr.
Battisto at 478-9000.

3340 w.-Lawrence
Sundays
_Deli~ries start 1,1

Wanted: Day Care Aide, 8am
to 5pm Fridays. $2 an t10ur.
Mayer .Kaplan Jewish Community Cep.ter. Contact Pat
Sutker.

Help Wanted - House cleaning in small house in Morton
Grove. Near transportation. 1
Student (grades 3 - 9) with
day per week, $28.00. Lunch
rE)ading difficulties wanted for ' · provided. References required .
10 ' hrs. o't free diagnostic
Call 965-1303 after 6:00pm.
testing. Specific results and
suggestions for treatment ·will
Immediately needed - Studbe
relayed.
Call
Susan,
ent to drive child from UNI
561-8521.
Pre-School center to Howard L

HOURS:

Mon. - Thurs.
Fridays
Saturdays

/

* Encouraging liberated relations between coed students.
In Color I Original Soundtrac k Album Available on Capitol Records I [RJ ~ ~ ;:~~.
'
) ~ l l [ ll•S.• ..

Fl RST RU NI

AT THEATRES AND

DRIVE-INS ALL OVE~ CHJC1~qQ~•
.. '

Ci
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Golden Eagles crush Loras 20 - 0
by Miguel Sola

The Loras program read;
"The ,Loras _Duhawks have
just received word that they
are currently ranked f9urth in
the nation in the preseason
·rankings of the teams playing
" non-scholarship"
football ,
(this does not include financial
aid or work-study) and there
are over 140 college teams of
this kind." The program went
on " Loras was ranked second
in the nation last year, and
t his is the same position that
they started t he season last
year. The only , change they
have planned from last season 's operations is that they
plan to be number one when
the final" rankfngs come out in
N ovem her " !
They carried a total of 72
players on their squad (their
largest total ever) including_35
returnin g lettermen and 3
All-American starters, and as
head coach Don H en_d riks put
it: "The team is in good shape
and ready for a game. "
They forgot just one thing

our 38-man squad was ready
too.
. ,__
The final score was 20-0 in
favor of UNI but it ·does not
reflect how severely we beat
Loras. The hitting was inspired and had it not been (or
very poor refereeing, the score
would have been much higher.
Northeastern truly beat the
living daylights out of Loras!!
Not only did we _hit hard on
offense, out also on 'defense.
M 9st importantly the specialty
teams, led by Steve Lee J!._nd
Joe
Zdziebko,
kept
the
Duhawks from gaining good
field positions.
·

Coach Hendriks set up his
defense to basically key on
Tommy Robinson, our rushing
leader or as Loras called him
" the finest offensive player
the:y have ever faced."
It's easy to see why; all that
Tom has done in the previous
5 games against Loras , he
averaged almost 90 yds and
scored at least a TD in each
one of them . But as Tom himself said , " If they key on me,
our other running backs will
benefit from ,t hat, and I don't
care if I don 't get a yard as
long as we win."

The game started on a
favo rable note. As Tom Klus
kicked off, he accidentally hit :
the ball off t he side of his foot. ·
The ball went the necessary
distance to be considered an :
on-side kick, and our alert :
_B emis Lester pounced on it. •-tr
Loras was so shocked and ii
angry t hat they tried t he short :
kick against us to st art t he :
second half. But t hey forgot :
that this was our day not ii
:
t heirs. We covered the · ball
before any of them could.

As they continued concen-

. tratirig on Robinson, they
forgot another man, "The Chinaman" Falk. Bobby took a
second quarter pass from Jerry
Dllchweir and turned it into a
57 yd TD. With Klus kicking
the conversion po_int, it was •
7-0. The touchdown seemed to ignite the spirit of the entire
Eagle squad, as the defensive
unit proceded to put the
" clamps" on Loras, led by
Mike Ranos, Bemis Lester,
Rich Podkowa, Steve Clark,
Dan Cocco, Barry Hall,
Alan Brown, Frank Banek and
company. They were also aided
by interceptions by . Mark
Orlik, Jesse Estrad~ and J~ff

··········································••i
:

.

.

.

Volleyball tickets _a vailable Front row seats are still available for the
Womens Varsity Volleyball game on Thursday,
October 3. There will be some quality action
when they go against De Paul University.
Game time is at 7 p.m. There's no admis~ion
and you'll be guarenteed lots of excitment.
You 've got nothing t o lose, Don 't miss one oftheir few home games.
.
,

-tr

£
:
:
•

-tr
-tr

:
:
:

.
-tr
-tr

··························~·······~··········

Johnson, who also did a great
job punting.
In the second half, the _
offense kept rolling as Jr.
College
All-American
Pat
Goduto made a remarkable
catch , on a 7 y d pass from
Ollchweir, tipping the ball
,away from 2 defenders into his
own hand. Klus kicked the
conversion point to made it
14-0.
.
But· the last nail in the coffin
was pounded when Ollchweir
fired a beautiful to freshman
Willie Davis, the play covering
over 50 yds to t he 4 yd line,
from where Tom Robinson
scored the clincher. Op,ce again
Loras had failed t o stop him
from scoring, and as Tom took
off his helmet and flashed the
victory sign to ari angry Loras
team, you knew it was all
over ·!
The Golden Eagles (2-1) will
now have 2 weeks to prepare
for the big showdown with
Illinois Benedictine( 1-1-1 ) in a
game to be played at LB .C.'S
stadium in Lyle. We hope to
make it three varsity victories
as. well as three consecutive
shutouts in a row.

Water Po:lo hits home
by Pauline Philipps
Nor theastern 's Water Polo
team opened its season against
po~erful Loyola University
last week. Loyola, which is one
of the top teams in the country
with two All-Americans on it,
won over · t he Golden Eagles
35-5.
The next challenge the team
. took on was the University cf
Illinois at Champaign.) t was a
close game. Nor theastern was
just a little bit weaker and
sank to Univ. of Ill., 10-8.
Coach Schimpf says the
Ea'g les hame some promising
freshman on t he team this

year. Doing a grel!t job as
goalie is Bob Delaney. Then
there's Bob Larue and Mark
Postiling who both have a
good chance on the team, and ,
can 't forget tough Jim Carney, _
also a freshman. Among the
top returnees are Mike Blaul
and Bob Prisching, who are
doing as good a job as last
year.
Nort heastern hosts its first
home game tonight at 5:00
against University of Wisconsin-Milwaulke°e. The team invites spectat ors to come . and
watGh them do t heir best to
defeat Milwaulkee.

~SALE
TENNIS - 20%-30% OFF
GOLF - 1/2 OFF
,
BASKETBALL - SPECIAL
Wilson - 9 .95
FOOTBALL - SPECIAL
Reg. 15.00 - Now 9.95
GOLA SHOES- All Purpose
Ladies - Men
Blue-Leather R~g. $18:00 Now $13.95
N<;)RTHEASTERN - LINE JAC~ETS
, T-Shirts - $2.95
' Hooded Sweat Shirts $6.95
-

Bring in Ad for Discounts

·s-ki Racquet
3417 W. Bryn Mawr

One Block ;\way

539-0338
We print on anything

Fast flying Falcons

firiish first
by Al Albert
The 6th Annual Ray Schel:
long Invitational Cross Country meet was held on Friday,
September 20, at River Park.
The n'ieet featured its largest
field ever -- 15 tea~s and over
120 runners . It also feat~red a
dominating '-- performance by
the fast-flying Falcons of St
Francis College. The Falcons
placed 5 runners among the
top 12 finishers , including
indiv idua l winner Barney
Hance, who covered the 4 mile
course in a record breaking
19: 43. With a low total of 25
points, St. Francis College
easily won the team , title.
Wheaton College was a distant
second with 59 points, while
North Park was third with 82
points.
The performance of Northeastern's team was inspiring
as well as disappoindting. Five
of the Golden Eagles ' seven
runners ran their personal best
times o~ the River - Park
course. However, as the
Eagles' times improved, so did
the competition, and Northeastern finished in a tie for
10th place with Aurora
College.
Denny Xanos, running his
best race of the season, was
Northewastern 's first finisher,
capturing 28th place with _a
time of 21 :21. Other Eagle
·finishers were Don - Orzeske,
42nd in 21:49, Bob Jose 51st

in 22:09, Al Albert 56th in ;
22:19, Pat Dunning 59th in
22,:26, Mike Ilczynszyn 79th in
24 :06, and Ellis Casie 86th in
28 :00.
Northeastern coach Bill
Westwood appeared more satisfied than disappointed with
his team 's 10th place finish as
he said, " The- runners' times
showed improvement, and
everyone gave his best effort.
If this continues to happen, we
will be ready for the big meets
later in the season."
The big meets are the
Dis trict and
Conferen ce ·
,Championships, which are still

about a month away. Among
the coming meets for Northeastern are a pair of invitationals; the Spartan Invitational at Aurora College on •
Octobe 5, and the Judson
College "Homecoming" Invita- · tional on October 12 in Elgin.
· The members of the Cross- ·
Country team would like to
thank everyone who came out
and helped at River Park last
Friday. Acting as judges,
timers, scorers, and course ·
markers, the workers _ did a
fantastic job and made the 6th
annual Ray Schellong a
·tremendous success.

